Massive online open courses' (MOOCs') students who use discussion forums have higher chances of finishing the course. However, little research has been conducted for understanding the underlying factors. One of the reasons which hinders the analysis is the amount of manual work required for annotating posts. In this paper we use machine learning techniques to extrapolate small set of annotations to the whole forum. These annotations not only allow MOOC producers to summarize the state of the forum, but they also allow researchers to deeper understand the role of the forum in the learning process.
Introduction
One of the main differences between MOOCs and university courses is the limited social interactions. Researchers tried to investigate this component, suggesting for example MOOC study groups [2] . Nevertheless, for the moment, a forum remains the central channel of collaboration.
Forum activities positively correlate with grades and retention [3] . However, little research has been done to analyze these relations on a more granular level than active or passive activities. Deeper analysis requires tedious manual annotations, preferably done by several judges independently. From the research perspective, this significantly increases the cost of the analysis, whereas from practical perspective, in case of courses with thousands of users, it is not feasible to track all the posts annotations dynamically during the course. We argue that recent machine learning improvements allow us to address this problem and benefit in both cases.
We distinguish two machine learning approaches to the problem: unsupervised and supervised learning. The unsupervised learning allows to group posts together according to imposed measures. Semantics of the groups are not determined by the algorithm and often they are difficult to interpret. Conversely, the supervised learning is based on ground truth -a set of post annotated manually in which semantics are predefined. It allows us to extend known annotations to a larger set. Unsupervised techniques were recently successfully applied for clustering dialogues in MOOC forums [4] . In this study we employ the supervised approach and refer to the technique as a semi-automatic annotation. We present the dataflow in Figure 1 .
Semi-automatic text classification was successfully used to analyze political forums [6] and technical forums [9] [8] . In addition, both written and spoken conversations were analyzed [7] . Although the latter is outside the context of our work, still the techniques prove to be universal.
The semi-automatic annotation can support the work of MOOC practitioners and other researchers. As an example application of our technique, we check to what extent we can identify threads important for the learning process. This could allow us, for example, to support teaching staff by alarming them about important questions, which have not yet been addressed. Another possible application is classification of users according to their behavior and investigating if certain activity patterns reflect their performance in the course.
Our techniques can also support practitioners in automatic assessment of measures already established in literature, which are costly to implement manually in practice. This includes scoring posts in discussion forums, based on the overall contribution of the post to the thread or subject [11] [12], supporting forum management [1] , measuring emotional content of posts [] [10] or engagement of students [5] . Finally, annotations provide another dimension for the analysis of designs choices, and may extend the previous results of Coezee et al. [3] . Fig. 1 . Instead of manually annotating the whole forum we annotate a small part and employ machine learning techniques. This allows us to draw conclusions from the whole annotated forum.
Contributions of this work are two-fold. First, we suggest methodology for automatic annotation of forum posts, which can be beneficial for many MOOC stakeholders. Second, we use estimated annotations for large scale analysis of performance of students participating in MOOC forums and we answer research questions: Do students who ask questions perform better than students who answer? To what extent the quality of the post reflects students' performance in the course? How can we support work of teaching assistants using automatic annotations?
Dataset
We analyze forum data from the Scala MOOC given by the EPFL in 2014. Our dataset consists of 4316 posts of 1336 different users. Apart from the content of the post, we also have the id of the thread, id of the author, timestamp of posting, position in the thread and the title of the thread. In order to reduce the impact of the language factor, we only consider posts written in English. Moreover, we know the final grade of each user, or we have information that they dropped out.
Post annotation
As we want to classify and compare forum behaviors, like student asking questions, student answering questions, etc., we suggest several classes of posts. We use classification scheme introduced by Sridhar et al. [6] , altered for MOOC context. For possible values of this feature we refer to Table 1 .
Since one objective of automatic annotation in our study is the detection of important posts which were not yet properly addressed, we choose to assess the importance of the content in the relation with the course. To that end, we introduce two indicators: Relevance and Comprehensibility. These notions are subjective to this study and can be altered in other specific applications.
Relevance describes how closely related the content of the post is with the content of the course. We distinguish 5 levels of relevance:
1. off-topic -student has no intention to be even close to the content of the course, 2. slightly irrelevant -the relation is very superficial and main point of the post is off-topic, 3. neutral -there is some relation to the topic, but vague and not clear, 4. relevant -there is a clear intention to understand/solve some problem, 5. highly relevant -the student demonstrates understanding and his own tries to solve the problem
The relevance varies only for three post classes: Question, Answer and Clarification. In other cases the relevce is implicit, for example, off-task posts are off-topic and there is no room for variability prediction.
Comprehensibility expresses how easily readable is the post. We consider three levels of this feature 
Automatic annotation
Our goal is to predict variables introduced in Section 3, given a small set of manual annotations. To this end, we automatically extract features presented in Table 2 from the content of the forum and use machine learning techniques which were trained on the manually annotated dataset. A set of relevant words was determined from the content of lecture slides and posts, manually by listing words which appear the most often and extracting those which are specific to the course. These words were used for RelWords* features. GrammarQuality, ErrSpell and ErrGram were automatically extracted using R text mining tm package.
The basic set of features from Table 2 can be still extended in order to achieve more accurate classification, however, in the context of our research questions the results were already satisfying.
The extracted features were used for training machine learning algorithms using R package CARET. As the training set we use 100 randomly selected posts, annotated manually by one student. This annotation introduces additional error, however, for the purpose of this study we treat these annotations as the ground truth.
Name Description
Correctness of grammar (1-10) Table 2 . Features extracted from the posts.
Measures of accuracy
In the classification of posts we measure accuracy of prediction by out-sample Cohen's κ. For relevance and comprehensibility, since both indicators can be treated as ordinal, we will use regression models to predict the values. We measure accuracy of these models by root mean squared error (RMSE). For example, for relevance prediction, we define
where R j is the relevance of the j-th post,R j is the predicted relevance and n is the number of posts. RMSE approximates average deviation of prediction from the observed value. Both measures were estimated by cross-validation. In each case, we repeated the following procedure 5 times: We take randomly 80% of the training observations, we predict remaining 20% and we compute the measure. The average of 5 measurements serves as the estimator of the measure.
Results of the semi-automatic annotation
In classification task we implement several machine learning methods including Multiclass Logistic Regression, Bayesian Model, Random Forest Model, Support Vector Machine along with Kernel Method to maximize Cohen's κ, and we find that Random Forest by Randomization performs the best in our context, with κ = 0.57.
We use the 10 extracted features to predict the Relevance and take root means squared error (RMSE) as a measure of accuracy. After testing several regression methods, we employ SVM with Linear Kernel which yields the lowest RMSE equal 0.96. Finally, in the same way we predict Comprehensibility, in this case we chose Penalized Linear Regression as the most efficient method, giving RMSE is around 0.54. Other values are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 Table 4 . RMSE of regression of Relevance and comprehensibility using various methods.
Applications of annotations
In this section we discuss possible applications of semi-automated annotator, both for practitioners and for researchers. First, the direct application is the prediction of important posts, where, for for, importance is defined by relevance to the subject and high comprehensibility. Teaching assistants, instead of reading posts one by one, could generate a list of important posts which have not yet been answered. Second, we can analyze performance of students with certain posting patterns. In this section we report the latter analysis.
We investigate if students who ask more questions achieve better results than those who answer more questions. To this end, we compare two subgroups of students, those whose questions account for more than 80% of their posts, those whose answers account for more than 80% of their posts. We find that students who answer more questions perform better than those who ask more questions (T = −4.9829, df = 541, p < 0.01), as depicted in Figure 2 .
We also analyze the Relevance of posts as a predictor of students' performance. Hence, we also set two groups of students, the first group consists of students with average relevance above 4 and the second group consists of students with average relevance below 2. We compare distributions of the results within these two groups of students and present it in Figure 3 . As the Figure Fig. 2 . Mean grades between students who ask more questions and answer more questions.
shows, the students with low relevance obtain much better performance than those with high relevance (T = −5.6875, df = 146.35, p < 0.01).
Note that we considered the extreme cases, i.e. relevance smaller than 2 or larger than 4. In case of more relaxed thresholds 2.5 and 3.5 the effect size is smaller but still significant at α = 0.05.
As the result is very unintuitive, we analyze manually the posts which were predicted to be less relevant. We find that indeed these posts are not close to the content of this course. Instead, they often concern social interactions like finding friends. Questions concern, for example, nationality of other students ("where are you from?"). The posts which were predicted to be close to the content of the course are highly related to the lessons. This indicates that a variable explaining social interactions could be a good indicator of performance. In future studies, we suggest emphasizing this social aspect instead of low relevance, leading to more intuitive interpretation.
For finding the relation between Comprehensibility and the final grades, we divide students into different levels of average post comprehensibility. We define low comprehensibility as lower than 1.5 and high comprehensibility as larger than 2.5. Although the results of students with high comprehensibility posts may appear to have smaller variance in Figure 4 , there is no statistical evidence for such claim (F = 1.222, df = 163, p = 0.3575). Moreover, the mean grades in these two groups are not significantly different.
Deeper investigation of Comprehensibility indicator reveals that our notion of Comprehensibility is not relevant in the context of programming courses, particularly because posts containing chunks of source code are classified as low comprehensibility, whereas in the context of programming this code substan- tially improves readability. This problem can be solved by introducing features based on the detected source code, as well as ground truth according to which posts with code are classified higher.
Other low comprehensibility posts are those with very short sentences, just one or two words in each post. Capturing the variability of these short posts may require techniques beyond the introduced framework. Note that in our analysis we rely on the assumption that posts treated as independent entities contain information sufficient for classification and regression. However, a post containing only "No" is very strongly context-dependent. Depending on the task we can either remove these posts from the analysis or seek for more complex models, which take into account correlations within a thread.
Limitations
Through the data analysis process, we found that the seven classes in our model do not cover all possible forum interactions. For example, some students just share their thoughts about the course and they do not ask any direct questions. This can be addressed by the introduction of additional classes.
The 10 features we extract directly from the posts are not enough for distinguishing some of the classes. For example, in our setup Clarification Request and Negative Feedback have similar values of predictive features. Depending on the application we could either join the classes to a general one or introduce more precise features, e.g. an indicator of phrases "doesn't work", "sorry", etc.
Some students tend to cite the post before answering it. Posts of this kind may be misclassified as questions while they are actually answers. Again, depending on the application and the forum structure, another predictive feature could be introduced.
Finally, posts were annotated just by one judge, and these annotations were taken as ground truth, which can lead to significant inaccuracy. Larger dataset of annotated post and annotation from independent judges would allow us to understand deeper technical aspects of the problem.
Conclusion
In this project, we used machine learning techniques to annotate posts and answer questions related to the users' behavior in forum. We introduced a methodology which allows to answer research questions given only a limited number of annotations. We find that students who answer more questions achieve higher grades than those who ask more questions. Moreover, students who are more social in the MOOC performed better. We also find that the Comprehensibility measure, based merely on the elementary features and small set of annotations, should be altered for programming courses. This measure in conjunction with relevance can simplify the work of teaching assistants in a MOOC. Although our elementary methodology already yields satisfactory results, many improvements can be incorporated for specific applications of semi-automatic annotations.
